Abstract-This letter addresses two issues in clock synchronization in the context of the theory of wavelets: design of prefilters eliminating pattern-dependent jitter (PDJ) and design of lowjitter shaping pulses for timing recovery. We derive low-jitter symmetric and time-limited shaping pulses via a perturbational technique from the autocorrelation of the Daubechies scaling function.
I. INTRODUCTION

I
T IS WELL KNOWN that the timing jitter variance of the approximations of the maximum-likelihood (ML) symbol synchronizers, namely, the decision-directed (DD) and nondata-aided (NDA) synchronizers, is composed of two parts. The first is due to channel noise, and the second is due to transmitted data and referred to as pattern-dependent jitter (PDJ). Both of these components are strongly dependent on the shaping pulse used for data transmission. The front end of the DD or NDA symbol synchronizers is composed of a prefilter followed by a differentiator whose output is sampled and further processed.
In this letter we present a method for obtaining a family of front-end filters that completely eliminate the PDJ, and we identify the optimal element of this family. The criterion for this optimality is the minimization of the norm (or, in general, some other functional norm) of the difference between the impulse response of this filter and the derivative matched filter (MF) which is known to minimize the jitter variance of the ML synchronizer. Subsequently, we design shaping pulses optimized for timing recovery from the autocorrelation of a given Nyquist pulse using a perturbational technique. The criterion of optimality for this problem is derived from the expressions of the components of the jitter variance.
The issues of prefilter and pulse shape design for synchronization have been addressed extensively in the literature [1] , [3] . Our objective here is to study these problems with a unified approach and within the mathematical framework of wavelets. However, the concepts presented here are, in general, applicable to a very large class of Nyquist pulses In what follows we shall provide a minimum background on wavelets [4] . The focus of this letter is exclusively on Dyadic wavelets although the generalization to the M-ary case is straightforward. The scaling function is essentially a baseband Nyquist pulse that satisfies the scaling equation [4] . The scaling function spans a subspace of the space denoted as , while span subspaces denoted as ( is the set of integers). The mother wavelet is essentially a bandpass Nyquist pulse that spans the space which is the orthogonal complement of in . In the rest of the letter we make references to scaling functions and wavelets with the understanding that the results presented here are applicable to a much larger class of functions.
II. OPTIMAL PREFILTERS ELIMINATING PDJ
The complex envelope of a linearly modulated waveform using a scaling function as shaping pulse may be represented by where are complex data symbols, is the timing parameter to be estimated, and is the symbol period. We assume that the sequence emitted by the source is zero-mean and white with uncorrelated real and imaginary parts having variance . The complex envelope of the received signal is where is the complex envelope of a narrow-band additive Gaussian noise with spectral density over a frequency band assumed to be much greater than the signal bandwidth (BW).
Regardless of which approximation to the ML scheme is considered at the receiver (DD or NDA), the structure of the symbol synchronizer is that of a prefilter followed by further processing. Let the impulse response of the prefilter be denoted by , and suppose . The self-noise term is absent if the prefilter output evaluated at the correct sampling instants is zero. This condition is satisfied if the cross-correlation between and has periodic zero-crossings at integer multiples of the sampling period.
From the orthogonality of the spaces spanned by the scaling function and wavelet it should be evident that the condition for elimination of the self-noise is satisfied by a prefilter with where denotes any linear combination of the wavelet and its translates. The orthogonality of these subspaces manifests itself in the property that the crosscorrelation which is exactly the property desired for the elimination of the self-noise.
The optimal prefilter eliminating the PDJ can now be derived by providing a geometric interpretation of the problem 0090-6778/97$10.00 © 1997 IEEE in the signal space [2] . The timing error variance of a linearized ML synchronizer can be expressed as where is the normalized closed loop noise BW and is the first derivative of the cross-correlation function between and . The optimal prefilter minimizes subject to the constraint that . Here, denotes the inner product in and . Now, write for an appropriate choice of . Any vector satisfying this equality can be expressed as where is the projection of on the orthogonal complement of the space spanned by . The energy of is . This energy is minimized when . Hence, the optimal prefilter is proportional to the derivative MF. To eliminate the PDJ, must additionally satisfy where . Writing where is the projection of on the space spanned by and its translates, we conclude that any satisfying this equation must be of the form with . Now, we can write . The last inner product in this expression is zero. Hence, minimizing would require . Note that in case , which happens when , no can be found that eliminates the PDJ. From the above passage, it should be evident that the optimal prefilter is decomposable into two parts, one part obtained from its projection on the space spanned by the scaling function and the other part associated with its projection on the wavelet space. The optimal prefilter eliminating PDJ is obtained by projecting the derivative MF impulse response on the space spanned by the wavelet. As an example of the application of the proposed technique, consider the Daubechies scaling functions. Fig. 1 shows ( is the lower ). Since the BW occupation of the scaling function decreases as the parameter increases, the timing jitter variance increases with .
III. OPTIMAL SHAPING PULSES FOR TIMING RECOVERY
Shaping pulses for modulation over the bandlimited additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel can be designed under various constraints. Our focus here shall be on a time-limited signal with good BW occupancy and optimized for timing recovery.
Before proceeding any further, let us define the cost function to be minimized in our optimization problem. As stated in the previous section, the variance of the timing jitter in the tracking mode is composed of two parts where is the component due to noise and is the component due to PDJ. Assuming that the observation interval in number of symbols is , these variances can be expressed as [1] where and are the first and second derivatives of the autocorrelation function of , respectively, and is the set of all integers excluding . We shall upper bound by
The objective of the pulse shape design is to minimize (this number is negative) while simultaneously minimizing . These two terms are often contradictory within the constraints placed on pulse duration and its BW so that decrease in one generally implies increase in the other. Hence, we shall use as the cost function the sum . Under the assumption that the excess BW is less than 100%, we may express in the transform domain as where is the Fourier transform of the pulse autocorrelation function. Note that for this cost function the optimal Nyquist pulse with excess BW has for , for , and for . For this optimal (but impractical) pulse shape the value of the cost function is given by . Having defined our cost function, we start with a Nyquist pulse in a given class (e.g., a scaling function) and with a certain excess BW. Subsequently, we modify the pulse by adding to it a perturbation function with the aim of minimizing . In order to satisfy the shift orthogonality requirement of the pulse obtained after perturbation, it is more convenient to work with the autocorrelation of the shaping pulse than the shaping pulse itself. Let us define the overlap space to be the space of functions with spectral occupancy in the region where the transforms of the scaling function and wavelet overlap. Since outside the overlap space the pulse spectrum is fixed by the Nyquist criterion, the only allowed perturbation functions are those that lie in this space.
To perform the optimization, we identify a basis for the overlap space and synthesize the function by selecting the coefficients of its expansion in this space. With this set up, any basis of the overlap space could potentially serve as a basis for . A good but possibly redundant basis for this purpose is obtained from the shifts of the cross-correlation function so that the zero-crossing constraint of the pulse autocorrelation function is automatically satisfied. Note that the shifts of by integer multiples of are not necessarily orthogonal, but they do generate a redundant basis. Finally, since the perturbation function must be even about the peak value of , we consider using the even part (about the same point) of shifts of as a basis for . The optimization problem formulated above can be summarized as follows: 1) select a Nyquist pulse from a desired class and generate the pulse autocorrelation function; 2) generate the cross-correlation function and select the number of basis obtained from the shifts of by and generate the even part of these bases to be used in the expansion for ; 3) if wanted, include an energy constraint on the coefficients of expansion of ; 4) solve the possibly constrained minimization problem with the cost function given above using the expansion coef-ficients as the variables of optimization (we used a gradient search algorithm with the quasi-Newton method using a mixed quadratic and cubic line search); and 5) find the spectral factor of the resulting pulse autocorrelation function to generate a shift orthogonal symmetric shaping pulse.
As an example of application of this procedure, consider the Daubechies scaling function with and normalized to one. This function has an effective excess BW of 45% relative to the 50-dB BW. Its largest sidelobe is 63 dB below the peak of the power spectrum. The results of the optimization of this pulse are reported in Table I . For an excess BW of 45%, the minimum achievable value of the cost function is (this number is highly dependent on how the BW is defined and it is quoted here just to have a crude base of comparison). Fig. 2 depicts the optimized pulse shape obtained corresponding to , while its performance in comparison to the original unperturbed pulse is reported in Fig. 3 .
